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Collective Impact Report

March 2019 to March 2020

Planning for the Future

A Year of
Reflection, Change
and Unexpected
Challenge
“We know it is Halton professionals and agencies’
contributions and dedication to the growth and evolution
of Our Kids Network for more than 20 years that have
brought us to this important point in time.”
Our Kids Network 2020

Our Kids Network has been a vibrant
part of the Halton community for more
than 20 years. Over those years, the
network has always developed and
evolved. What remained constant is our
core commitment to children, youth and
families and the belief that, together,
we can create the conditions needed to
ensure that our youngest citizens not
only grow, but thrive.
This past year has been one of continued
action, but also of review, reflection and
intentional planning for the future. OKN
is more focused with a renewed vision
and mission, and a newly defined role.

We will continue to focus on growth
and, with intention, engage community
organizations to collectively work on our
common agenda, the Halton 7 population
results.
Here in Halton, we know that we are
capable of powerful collective action and
meaningful impact. In this unparalleled
time of our lives we can be proud of
our history of working together to move
beyond challenges, and know that we
will always continue towards our vision of
“All Children and Youth Thrive”.
Elena DiBattista, Executive Director
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April 2019

New Directions for
Our Kids Network
Renewed Vision:
All children and youth thrive!

Renewed Mission:
Our Kids Network, as a collective impact network, builds capacity
of community organizations that support children, youth
and their families.

Redefined and Focused Role:
A new strategic plan to grow and strengthen
the network emerged through consultations
with network members in 2018. A broader
vision of OKN came from network members,
stakeholders and partners validating the belief
that the network is growing and thriving. In
response, the OKN Senior Executive Group
and the Collective Impact Planning Committee
redefined and focused OKN’s role.

• Conduct and share research that guides
planning and action.
• Promote and help sustain mutually beneficial
and supportive relationships among
organizations.
• Develop resources to help partners achieve
their objectives.
• Provide knowledge translation to educate
partners and inform their work, leading to
action and shared progress measurement.

Evaluating Alignment:
In 2019, OKN members participated in a full
review of projects and initiatives to ensure
alignment with the renewed vision, mission and
role. Using the vision, mission and role as a
lens, an evaluation process of the current work

Renewed Vision
Renewed Mission
Redefined and Focused Role
Evaluating Alignment
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of OKN began in May 2019. The outcome of
the evaluation was used to develop strategic
directions to guide the network over the next
three years.

May 2019

Launching the
Halton Early Years
Mental Health
Toolkit
Online resource introduces “8 Areas of Focus”
to deepen knowledge and understanding
of healthy social-emotional development in
infants and young children
The Halton-based Early Years Mental Health Toolkit is an online resource
for service providers who work with and support families with infants
and young children. The comprehensive resource on social-emotional
development in the first six years of a child’s life, was developed by the
Our Kids Network (OKN) Early Years Mental Health (EYMH) Committee.
The toolkit makes it easier to use the knowledge in daily practice by
simplifying and organizing complex information into 8 Areas of Focus that
provide key learning, plus talking points and links to specific resources.
The goal is that all Halton service providers who work with young
children and their families – the librarian, the swimming instructor, the
early childhood educator, or the mental health therapist – can positively
influence the mental well-being of children. Learn more at ourkidsnetwork.
ca/EYMHToolkit.

Early Years Mental Health Community Model
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May 2019

Learning, Insight and
Celebration as the OKN
Early Years Initiative
Draws to a Close
An excellent opportunity to test a Collective Impact framework
for early childhood development outcomes in Halton.
The Long Goal: reduce early childhood
vulnerability for children living in Halton.
The Medium Goal: build a sustainable community
effort that would result in meaningful actions to
promote early child development.

The Our Kids Network Early Years Initiative
worked with communities to understand and take
action on their own local early years needs by
working collectively. Based on Early Development
Instrument data (EDI) and other neighbourhood
characteristics, six local community groups worked
together to plan and develop resources and
activities most needed and supported at the local
level to address early childhood development and
transition to kindergarten. The OKN Early Years
Initiative was a three-year program (2016 to 2019)
funded by the Ontario Trillium Foundation.

The Short Goal: understand how communities
can work more effectively to promote early child
development.

Some key conclusions based on the evaluation of the initiative:
Given all the activities, events and resources that
were produced, there should be no doubt that
action tables can understand and interpret the
need in the community, generate actionable ideas,
work collectively and collaboratively, and execute
action plans.

Collective Impact is a difficult community process
that takes time and dedicated support but does
offer the necessary structure for collective action.
All action tables experienced varying levels of
commitment from the members, suggesting this
is a normalized piece of the process and not to be
interpreted as a sign of failure.

Summer 2019

Halton Youth Initiative Expands to
Activities are grounded in an asset-building
approach and focuses on relationship building.

The goal of the Halton Youth Initiative (HYI) is to
elevate youth voice and empower youth to have
a positive impact in the communities of North
Oakville, Acton, Aldershot and Milton. The project
is youth-led, with young people identifying local
issues and strategies for possible solutions.

Funded by the Ontario Trillium Foundation, the
initiative brings youth and adults together to
form developmental relationships in the four
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Acton Kindergarten Family
Fun Fair August 2019

Acton, Aldershot and Milton
Youth Voices Matter Report, the results of a
survey of North Oakville youth that measured
18 Developmental Assets, was produced in
September 2019 and provides insight into the
status of youth in North Oakville. Learn more at
ourkidsnetwork.ca/HaltonYouthInitiative

communities. Youth are engaged in all four
communities, to develop and support youth-led
activities and provide opportunities for meaningful
relationships with adult allies. Another important
objective is to ensure that youth have the
experience of participating in positive change
within their own neighbourhoods.
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November 2019

OKN Research
Unveiling the
OKN Data Portal 2.0

2.0

Since 2014 Halton professionals have used
the OKN Data Portal to better understand
and use data in their work with children,
youth and families. The Data Portal was
retooled and updated and can now help
professionals analyze and utilize data to
deepen understanding and reveal even more
compelling and meaningful information about
the children, youth and families of Halton.
The OKN Data Portal 2.0 upgrade offers more
options and control, resulting in complete
customization of your maps, charts and graphs
in the way you visualize them. The streamlined
and simplified look makes it easy to find the data
you’re looking for and work with it. The Data

Portal 2.0 contains all the latest Halton data
from the 2003-18 Early Development Instrument
survey, Kindergarten Parent Survey, and Tell
Them From Me (TTFM) / OurSCHOOL survey,
and includes the most recent health and Canada
Census data.

Did You Ever Wonder… Data Portal 2.0
Puzzle Party Launch Campaign

The OKN partners each received a custom-made
puzzle with a key data question that related to their
work. They discussed the question and worked
together to do the puzzle and find the answer.
Staff members at Halton Children’s Services and
Public Health; City of Burlington; Milton Community
Resource Centre; Halton Children’s Aid Society;
Halton District School Board; and ROCK all hosted
“puzzle” parties and tweeted to promote the new and
improved Data Portal 2.0.
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March 2019

Early Development
Instrument Report
2003-2018
The EDI is a population-based
tool used to assess children’s
development in five key
domains. This report covers
results from 2003 to 2018.
Examining the EDI by these
domains helps identify
developmental strengths and
needs within a population of
children. It can also assist
in determining if and where
additional resources or
assistance may be required.
Sharing these results with
schools, communities and
governments will help develop
policies, strategies and programs
to support healthy child
development.
• In 2018, 28.4% of Halton
children aged five years were
considered Developmentally
Vulnerable on one or more
EDI domains.
• Developmental vulnerability
rate in 2018 is similar to our
2015 rates, yet remains at an
all-time historical high for
Halton.
• In 2018, physical health
and well-being is the
developmental domain
with the most vulnerability.
The domain with the least
vulnerability is language and
cognitive development.
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September 2019

An Indigenous Reconciliation
Plan for Our Kids Network
Our Kids Network is working on an Indigenous Reconciliation Plan that will reflect and
honour the recommendations of the 2015 Truth and Reconciliation Commission Report at
the local level in Halton.

Why is Our Kids Network Coordinating the Plan?
A Halton-wide network:
• provides access to research that informs the
Framework’s decisions and planning.
• is important to everyone who works with
children, youth and families to attain collective
impact in honouring the Calls to Action
outlined in the Truth and Reconciliation
Recommendations.

• is greatly beneficial to meeting the goals of
reflecting the recommendations and honouring
the calls to action across agencies and
organizations.
• helps to introduce and create partnerships that
are relevant and meaningful to the Halton Our
Kids Network Indigenous Reconciliation Plan.
• provides access to resources for education and
reaching common understanding across Halton.

The plan will be developed by local Indigenous leaders, knowledge keepers, youth and community
members; OKN partners and Halton agencies; community groups and others. It will guide Our Kids
Network partners and the community along the reconciliation pathway.
Learn more at ourkidsnetwork.ca/Indigenous.
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December 2019

New Structure
Supports OKN’s
Renewed Vision,
Mission and Role
The new OKN structure will support OKN in
its commitment to be nimble and relevant
in a complex and ever-changing policy and
operational environment while providing greater
ability to leverage OKN’s leadership toward the
achievement of the Halton 7 population results.

An evaluation/review of existing projects and
initiatives took place in 2019. The overall goal is
to be intentional in the selection of projects that
are aligned with OKN’s role and brings optimum
value to children, youth, and families in Halton,
and to determine at the time of project selection
the nature of OKN’s involvement, such as lead or
supporter.

The Collective Impact model continues to
underpin OKN’s framework through which partner
organizations in different sectors work towards
the Halton 7 and strive collaboratively toward our
common vision: All Children and Youth Thrive!

We know it is Halton professionals and agencies’
contributions and dedication to the growth and
evolution of Our Kids Network for more than 20
years that have brought us to this important point
in time. In 2020, we are working with existing
committees and planning tables to ensure
alignment with the new structure.

The new OKN Structure will be Simplified,
the Community better Engaged, and the
Role of Staff Strengthened
Our Kids Network Structure 2010
Secretariat
Halton Children’s Aid
Society

Champions
(Protocol Partners)

Community Planning Table
Staff

Action Tables
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January 2020

OKN Hubs Closing
and Programs
Transitioning
to the Community
In 2020, Our Kids Network is working with our partners (school boards
and Hubs’ schools, local agencies, Hub teams) on transitioning OKN
Hubs to the community.
OKN focuses on supporting providers by building community capacity and
leveraging resources. Providing services directly to children, youth and
families is out of OKN’s scope of work. This year, OKN is working with our
partners (school boards and Hubs’ schools, local agencies, Hub teams)
on transitioning OKN Hubs’ work to the community.
In Aldershot, the Hub at Holy Rosary Elementary School is now closed.
Hub programs have been moved to community locations with the
appropriate agencies and organizations.
Customized plans and timelines are being developed for the Acton and
Milton OKN Hubs. The focus will be on ensuring that hub activities and
programs will be smoothly transitioned to the local community by August
(Milton) and December (Acton).
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February 2020

Indigenous Reconciliation
Web Section Published
the culture, context and rights of Indigenous
people and the relationship of Indigenous
and non-Indigenous peoples). Learn more at
ourkidsnetwork.ca/Indigenous.

Information, links and other resources to increase
Indigenous knowledge and understanding. These
webpages promote reflection on Canada’s history
and present from an Indigenous viewpoint to
expand “Indigenous literacy” (understanding

Resources for Professionals
to Increase Indigenous Literacy
culture, context and rights of Indigenous people
and the relationship of Indigenous and nonIndigenous peoples).

Resources and information to increase knowledge,
understanding and reflection on Canada’s history
and present from an Indigenous viewpoint to
expand “Indigenous literacy” (understanding the

Truth and Reconciliation

Resources to increase and enhance your knowledge
of Truth and Reconciliation in Canada.

Indigenous Literacy

Learn more about Indigenous history and culture
in Canada.

Territorial Announcement

Concrete examples of Indigenous Land Acknowledgements.
Resources on how to determine territorial lands.

Indigenous Innovation

Resources that highlight Indigenous innovators
in Canada.

Indigenous Economic
Development

Resources on developing and including Indigenous
people in Canada’s economy.

Halton iparent Review
As part the OKN review of initiatives’ alignment with its renewed role, an evaluation of Halton iparent is
taking place. Based on the new mission and role, Halton iparent is no longer in scope for OKN, and this
review will determine the continued value of maintaining this resource. It will also look into duplication of
other Halton-based resources.
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March 2020

Adapting
On March 23, 2020, Halton
Regional Chair, Gary Carr,
declared a State of Emergency
in support of the Province of
Ontario’s efforts to contain
the spread of the COVID-19
pandemic. At that time,
OKN staff began working
remotely and continued to
support service providers
and organizations that deliver
services to children, youth and
families through access to
resources, research, knowledge
transfer, and communications.

Adapted programs and communications included:
• Social media: blogs on the Early Development Instrument,
Indigenous Reconciliation Plan and the Virtual Halton Youth
Initiative program.
• Release of the Early Development Instrument Report.
• OKN Community Messages with a variety of news and
resources for providers.
• Taking local community programs for youth online, and
seeing youth thrive and grow through the experience.
• Launching translated parenting video resources online for
use by providers working with newcomer families with young
children.
• Virtual meetings.

Staying connected virtually and
looking for new ways to keep
the flow of information and
knowledge was the focus.

Asset-Building Initiative Moves
to the Community
There is no longer funding for
a staff role for coordinating
Developmental Assets for Our
Kids Network. Over the past
eight years, building assets has

become essential to the practice of many Halton agencies and
professionals, and discussions are taking place on how assetbuilding will be structured in the future. OKN will continue to
provide Asset Building training opportunities as well as access
to resources through the Asset Building Toolkit.
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OKN Neighbourhoods
Acton
Rural North Halton

Our Kids Network
partners, researchers,
and community
professionals have
identified 27 different
neighbourhoods
for the purpose of
collecting, analyzing
and sharing important
local research - one
the hallmarks of
OKN’s work in Halton.
The neighbourhoods’
borders reflect
Statistics Canada
census boundaries,
and natural,
transportation,
municipal, regional
boundaries.
Learn more at
ourkidsnetwork.ca/
neighbourhoods.
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